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Modeling the effects of payoff on response bias
in a perceptual discrimination task:
Bound-change, drift-rate-change, or
two-stage-processing hypothesis
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Three hypotheses—the bound-change hypothesis, drift-rate-change hypothesis, and two-stageprocessing hypothesis—are proposed to account for data from a perceptual discrimination task in
which three different response deadlines were involved and three different payoffs were presented
prior to each individual trial. The aim of the present research was to show (1) how the three different
hypotheses incorporate response biases into a sequential sampling decision process, (2) how payoffs
and deadlines affect choice probabilities, and (3) the hypotheses’ predictions of response times and
choice probabilities. The two-stage-processing hypothesis gave the best account, especially for the
choice probabilities, whereas the drift-rate-change hypothesis had problems predicting choice probabilities as a function of deadlines.

One of the hallmarks of signal detection theory is its
ability to separate response bias from discriminability on
the basis of the observed hit and false alarm rates (Green
& Swets, 1966; Swets, Tanner, & Birdsall, 1961). According to signal detection theory, the response bias parameter
is assumed to be influenced by the prior probability of
the signal, as well as the payoffs for each type of error.
Numerous empirical tests of these assumptions have been
conducted over the past 40 years (see Maddox, 2002, for a
review of this research). A major limitation of the classic
signal detection model is that it provides a static (fixed
sample) description of the decision process, and so it is
unable to simultaneously account for choice probabilities
and response times (RTs). Sequential sampling models
(e.g., Laming, 1968; Link & Heath, 1975; Ratcliff, 1978)
provide a dynamic extension of signal detection theory
that elegantly accounts for the systematic relations between choice probabilities and RTs. Like the classic signal detection model, sequential sampling models also
make a distinction between discriminability and response
bias. Although the effects of prior probability have been
examined (see, e.g., Green, Smith, & von Gierke, 1983),
the effects of payoffs on response bias have rarely been
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studied within the sequential sampling framework (Kornbrot,
1988). The purpose of the present research was to test three
different hypotheses about the effects of payoffs on the
sequential sampling decision process.
Sequential Sampling Models
Sequential sampling models seek to account for both
RT and accuracy data. They assume that the stimuli (or
choice alternatives) can be mapped onto a hypothetical
numerical dimension representing the instantaneous level
of activation. Furthermore, they assume some random
fluctuation of this value over time in the course of information accumulation.
For a binary choice, say between A and B, they assume
that the decision process begins with an initial state of
evidence. This initial state may favor either Option A or
Option B or may be neutral with respect to A or B. For
simplicity, assume that a positive initial state favors Option A and a negative initial state favors Option B. Upon
presentation of the stimulus, the decision maker sequentially samples information from the stimulus display over
time. The small increments of information sampled at any
moment in time are such that they favor either Option A
or Option B. Again, assume that a positive increment indicates an increment favoring Option A and a negative increment is an increment favoring Option B. The evidence
is accumulated from one moment in time to the next by
summing the current state with the new increment. This
process continues until the magnitude of the cumulative evidence exceeds a threshold criterion. The process
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stops and Option A is chosen as soon as the accumulated
evidence reaches a criterion value for choosing A, or it
stops and Option B is chosen as soon as the accumulated
evidence reaches a criterion value for choosing B. The
probability of choosing A over B is determined by the
accumulation process reaching the threshold for A before
reaching the threshold for B. The criterion is assumed to
be set by the decision maker prior to the decision task.
The initial starting position of the process reflects prior
beliefs before the stimulus is presented. Therefore, it is assumed to be influenced by the prior probabilities of each
stimulus. The crucial question for the present work was
how to represent the effects of payoffs. Three alternatives
are considered next.
Bound-Change Hypothesis
Edwards (1965; see also Rapoport & Burkheimer,
1971) derived the optimal stopping rule for the sequential sampling model—that is, the stopping rule that
maximizes expected payoff. According to the optimal
rule, the payoffs bias the threshold bounds. On one hand,
when larger losses are produced by incorrectly choosing
Option A, more evidence is required to stop and choose
Option A relative to Option B—that is, the criterion for
choosing Option A is larger than the criterion for choosing Option B. On the other hand, when larger losses are
produced by incorrectly choosing Option B, more evidence is required to stop and choose Option B relative to
Option A—that is, the criterion for choosing B is larger
than the criterion for choosing A. Changing the threshold
bounds in response to payoff biases is therefore an optimal decision rule for sequential sampling models. Thus,
the first hypothesis assumes that the payoffs affect the
distance between the starting position and the boundary.
This assumption was also incorporated into the model by
Link and Heath (1975) and Ratcliff (1978).
Drift-Rate-Change Hypothesis
Ashby (1983) and Ratcliff (1981) proposed an alternative account for the effects of bias, in which the bias
affects the way the increment in evidence is interpreted.
To express this idea, define u(t) as the increment that occurs with each sample under a neutral payoff condition
that elicits no bias. Then, the increment under a biased
payoff condition can be expressed as v(t) ⫽ u(t ) ⫹ bias,
where bias is positive if the payoffs favor Option A and
negative if the payoffs favor Option B. According to this
hypothesis, the payoffs affect the accumulation rate of the
sequential sampling process.
Two-Stage-Processing Hypothesis
Diederich (1997) proposed a third possibility in which
the decision maker views the task as a multiattribute decision problem. The two primary attributes to consider are
the payoffs and the stimulus evidence. According to this
hypothesis, the decision maker begins the sequential sampling process by evaluating one of the attributes (e.g., the
payoffs) and then later switches to processing the second
attribute (e.g., the evidence). There are two accumulation
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processes: One operates for a period of time during the
processing of the first attribute (payoffs), and the second
operates later when processing the second attribute (stimulus evidence).
Comparison of Approaches
If no decision is ever reached during the first stage of
these two-stage processes, then the two-stage-processing
hypothesis and the bound-change hypothesis are very
similar. Assuming no decision in the first stage, the second stage is mathematically equivalent to a one-stage
hypothesis with the distance between the start position
and threshold bounds determined by the previous processing of the payoffs. However, if a decision is frequently
reached in the first stage of the two-stage process, then the
hypotheses make quantitatively different predictions.
The drift-rate-change hypothesis differs qualitatively
from the other two hypotheses in several ways. First, it predicts that the effect of payoffs persists over time, whereas
the other two hypotheses predict an early transient effect
of payoffs that disappears over time. Second, if the bias
is stronger than the mean of the evidence under neutral
conditions, then the drift-rate-change hypothesis predicts
that errors will actually grow over processing time under a
biased payoff condition. The other two hypotheses always
predict that errors will decline as the processing time is
extended. Figure 1 demonstrates these predictions for the
bound-change hypothesis (left panels) and the drift-ratechange hypothesis (right panels). The curves show choice
probabilities for choosing one alternative as a function of
time limits (arbitrary units) for various bias conditions.
The no-bias predictions (solid lines) are the same in all
four figures. The upper panels refer to choice probabilities when positive payoffs for choosing that alternative
are involved, whereas the lower ones refer to those with
negative payoffs.
These hypotheses were tested in an experiment that
varied both the bias produced by the payoffs and the
processing time manipulated by deadline time limits. A
same–different line judgment task was employed with discriminability held fixed at a moderate level. Three levels
of bias (larger losses for incorrectly choosing the first option, symmetric payoffs, and large losses for incorrectly
choosing the second option) were combined with three
levels of deadline time limits (200, 350, 500 msec) to
form a 2 ⫻ 3 ⫻ 3 factorial design. We compared the ability of the three hypotheses to account for both the choice
probabilities and mean RTs under these 18 conditions.
METHOD
Materials and Experimental Procedure
Stimuli were presented on a 21-in. monitor with a resolution of
640 ⫻ 480 pixels. They consisted of two white lines of 2 pixels in
width and of at least 100 pixels in length, presented horizontally to
the left and right from the midpoint of the black computer screen,
160 pixels (about 100 mm) apart. The same stimuli were 100 pixels
(62.5 mm) long, whereas the different stimuli differed by 6 or 8 pixels. Prior to the experiment, the actual difference between stimuli
was determined, for each participant individually, to satisfy a d′
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Figure 1. Predictions of the bound-change hypothesis (left panels) and the drift-rate-change hypothesis (right panels). The curves show choice probabilities for choosing one alternative as a function of time limits (arbitrary units) for various bias conditions. The no-bias predictions (solid lines)
are the same in all four panels. Choice probabilities with bias induced by positive payoffs are in the
top panels, with bias induced by negative payoffs in the bottom panels.

of .5 for a 500-msec stimulus. The display of the payoff matrix was
the following. On the left side of the screen appeared two white
lines of the same length on top of each other. Below these lines appeared the payoff for a correct response in blue including the plus sign,
and below that appeared the payoff for an incorrect response in red
including the minus sign. On the right side of the screen appeared the
respective arrangement for different lines (i.e., two lines of different
length appeared on top of each other including the respective payoffs).
The specific payoff values are found in Table 1. The whole display was
about 100 ⫻ 85 mm. Each matrix was explained to the participant.
The participant sat in a darkened room in front of the screen.
To avoid head movements, the head rested on a chinrest. The chinrest was mounted on a table 500 mm from the screen such that the
participant’s eyes were directed toward the midpoint of the screen.
Eye movements were recorded, but we will not report them here.
The response device was a box with two buttons—one to indicate a
“same” response (left button), the other to indicate a “different” re-

sponse (right button). The box lay freely movable on the table. Most
participants used their left and right thumbs to press the buttons.
Each trial started with the presentation of one of the three payoff
matrices for 1,500 msec. In addition, the time limit for making a
choice was displayed on the screen. Then, a fixation cross appeared
for 500 msec followed by the pair of lines presented for 200, 350, or
500 msec. The participant was required to make a “same” or “different” response within the given time limit. Feedback was given
after each trial, with “correct,” “wrong,” or “too slow” displayed on
the screen. Violating the deadline limit was punished by subtracting the sum of the two possible losses from the points earned so
far. After a pause of 1,500 msec, the next trial started in the same
way. At the end of a block of 120 trials, the points earned during it
were displayed on the screen. Note that payoff matrices varied, but
time limits were fixed within a block of trials and were randomized
across blocks of trials.1 A time course of one trial is presented in
Figure 2.

Table 1
Three Different Payoff Conditions
Same

Payoff Condition
Different

Neutral

Same
Different
Same
Different
Same
Different
Response
Stimulus
Stimulus
Stimulus
Stimulus
Stimulus
Stimulus
“Same”
5
⫺1 ⫺
1
⫺5
⫺5
⫺5
“Different”
⫺5
1
⫺1
5
⫺5
⫺5
Note—The payoff matrices are assumed to induce a bias for responding “same” (payoff
matrix Same) or “different” (payoff matrix Different) or to induce no response bias
(payoff matrix Neutral).
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Figure 2. Time course of one trial. The lines were presented for 200, 350, or 500 msec.
The feedback was “correct,” “wrong,” or “too slow.” The payoff matrix was randomized within one block of trials; the time limit was fixed within one block of trials.
However, the participant was reminded of the time limit before each trial.

Two blocks of 120 trials each were presented in one experimental
session (about 1 h). Each of the 18 stimulus combinations (two line
length, three payoff matrices, three time limits) was presented 60
times, for a total of 1,080 experimental trials per participant.
Participants
Seven women and 7 men participated in this experiment. They
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The participants received
€5 per experimental session, plus the amount of money they won
during each session. Including training sessions, each participant
was involved in the experiment for about 6–8 h.

RESULTS
For all participants, choice probabilities differed depending on the experimental condition. Interestingly,
however, the patterns of individual choice probabilities
seem to fall within two distinct categories: (1) choice probabilities varied as a function of the imposed time limit and
the payoff matrix (Group 1), or (2) choice probabilities
varied as a function of the imposed time limit but not of
the payoff matrix (Group 2). A cluster analysis confirmed
two groups. Thus, we combined (averaged) the data from
the participants within the two groups, and the following
data analysis and hypothesis fits refer to these two groups.
Group 1 consisted of 8 participants (4 women and 4 men).
Group 2 consisted of 6 participants (3 women and 3 men).
Figure 3 shows, for both groups, the relative frequencies
of incorrect responses for different and same stimuli as a
function of time limits and payoffs.
As mentioned earlier, the payoff matrices were assumed
to induce a bias for saying “same” (Same), and “different” (Different) and to induce no response bias (Neutral). This could be observed for Group 1. For payoff
matrix Same, the participants responded predominantly

with “same,” and, for payoff matrix Different, they responded predominantly with “different,” regardless of the
presented stimulus. For payoff matrix Neutral, no such
effect could be observed. Across time limits, the incorrect
responses decreased with increasing time limit for payoff
matrix Same and increased with increasing time limit for
payoff matrix Different for different stimuli. The opposite was true for same stimuli: The incorrect responses increased with increasing time limit for payoff matrix Same
and decreased with increasing time limit for payoff matrix
Different. The results for Group 2 were different since
choice probabilities varied as a function of time limit but
not of payoff matrix in a systematic way. For both different
and same stimuli, the incorrect responses decreased with
increasing time limit for both payoff matrix Same and
payoff matrix Different. Statistical tests for probability
differences are presented below.
First, the null hypothesis of equal probabilities for all
time limits was tested, separately for each payoff condition and stimulus type (same/different).
The v-test statistic
⎛ m r h2
⎞
jk
v = n⋅⎜ ∑ ∑
− 1⎟
⎜⎝ j =1 k =1 h j ⋅ h⋅k
⎟⎠
for this test is χ2 distributed with (m ⫺ 1)(r ⫺ 1) df, where
n is the number of observations, m ⫽ 3 is the number of
different time limits, r is the number of choices within each
time limit (i.e., r ⫽ 2 for binary choices), and h denotes
the respective frequencies within the given time limits and
choice categories. The χ2s are shown in Table 2. Adjusting
the level of significance, α ⫽.05, accordingly—that is,
with six tests, χ 22;.983 ⫽ 8.15—the probabilities differed
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Figure 3. Relative frequencies of incorrect responses as a function of time limits conditioned on the
stimulus presented. Each row represents a different payoff. The payoff matrices were assumed to induce a
bias for responding “same” (SAME) or “different” (DIFFERENT) or to induce no response bias (NEUTRAL).
For Group 1 (dashed line), the responses were biased in the assumed direction: For payoff matrix SAME, the
participants responded predominantly with “same,” and for payoff matrix DIFFERENT, the participants responded predominantly with “different,” regardless of the presented stimulus. For payoff matrix NEUTRAL,
no such effect could be observed. Moreover, for different stimuli, the incorrect responses decreased with
increasing time limit for payoff matrix SAME and increased with increasing time limit for payoff matrix
DIFFERENT. The opposite was true for same stimuli: The incorrect responses increased with increasing time
limit for payoff matrix SAME and decreased with increasing time limit for payoff matrix DIFFERENT. For
Group 2 (dash–dotted line), choice probabilities varied as a function of time limit but not of payoff matrix
in a systematic way. For both different and same stimuli, the incorrect responses decreased with increasing
time limit for payoff matrix SAME and payoff matrix DIFFERENT.

statistically for Group 1 when payoff matrices Same or
Different were presented, but they were not different
for the Neutral payoff matrix. For Group 2, probabilities were different for response/stimulus pairs “same”/
different and “different”/same but also when presenting the Neutral payoff matrix in the different stimulus
condition.

Table 2
v-Test Statistic Values Across Time Limits
Stimulus
Different

Payoff Matrix
Group 1
Group 2
SAME
23.05
21.72
DIFFERENT
10.96
8.11
NEUTRAL
6.79
13.43
Same
SAME
17.52
5.58
DIFFERENT
13.91
12.28
NEUTRAL
0.55
2.39
Note—The level of significance, α ⫽ .05, was adjusted for six tests. If
v ⬎ χ22;.983 ⫽ 8.15, the hypothesis that the m ⫽ 3 random variables have
the same distribution is rejected.

Second, the null hypothesis of equal probabilities for
all payoff conditions and stimulus types (same–different)
was tested, separately for each time limit condition. Thus,
m ⫽ 6, and r ⫽ 2, for binary choices. The χ2s are shown
in Table 3. Adjusting the level of significance, α ⫽ .05,
accordingly—that is, with three tests, χ 25;.992 ⫽ 15.48—
probabilities were statistically different except for the
200-msec condition for Group 2.
In perceptual matching tasks, correct “same” responses
are sometimes faster than correct “different” responses,
which has been called the fast-same effect. Furthermore,
incorrect “different” responses are sometimes more frequent than incorrect “same” responses, called the falsedifferent effect (Bamber, 1969; Krueger, 1978; for a discussion, see Van Zandt, Colonius, & Proctor, 2000). Both
effects could not be observed in the present data. Rather,
the probability patterns of both groups could be called
false-same effect; however, no systematic pattern for RTs
could be observed across all experimental conditions. In
the following, we will demonstrate whether and how the
approaches can account for this complex pattern of data.
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Table 3
v-Test Statistic Values Within Time Limits
Time Limit
(msec)
Group 1
Group 2
200
1,119
6.15
350
1,094
24.18
500
852
34.28
Note—The level of significance, α ⫽ .05, was adjusted for three tests. If
2
v ⬎ χ5;.992
⫽ 15.48, the hypothesis that the m ⫽ 6 random variables have
the same distribution is rejected.

Model and Hypotheses
As mentioned above, the three hypotheses investigated
here belong to the class of sequential sampling models
holding that information (in sensory or cognitive systems)
is accumulated sequentially over time until a preset criterion is reached and a response is initiated. The rate of
accumulation is determined by how well the lines can be
discriminated: The easier the task, the higher the rate, and,
therefore, the faster the process approaches the criterion.
Assume a criterion for saying “same” (denoted θs ) and
one for saying “different” (denoted θd ). These decision
criteria can be adjusted by the decision maker: Increasing
the boundary allows for more evidence to be accumulated
and may lead to a more accurate response but, at the same
time, may increase the time to initiate a response.
Under deadline conditions, the decision maker may employ an additional strategy. As Ratcliff and Rouder (2000)
pointed out, the decision maker may use internal deadlines
as well as decision bounds, and, therefore, the accumulation process may be terminated either by a decision bound
or by an internal deadline. Both criteria to initiate a response are obviously quite different. The former operates
on the state space, whereas the latter is based on the time
set. Under short experimenter-set deadlines, the decision
maker is inclined to use an internal deadline, and, with increasing time allotted to the task, the decision maker uses
the criterion bound. Note that these ideas are related to
the deadline model (e.g., Swensson, 1972; Yellot, 1971),
in which the RT is determined either by the time needed to
complete, for example, a discrimination process, or until
a predetermined deadline has arrived, whichever comes
first. Ruthruff (1996) tested this model with two different
decision tasks (relative brightness judgment and lexical
decision task) and rejected it as an adequate explanation
for the data. In the following, we incorporate these ideas
in testing the hypotheses. However, our primary concern
here is to compare different hypotheses about how payoffs
may be incorporated into the decision process and not to
contrast models for deadline experiments. Nevertheless,
we include the χ2 values as a measure of goodness of fit
for both the more traditional view with evidence boundaries only and the one with qualitatively two different
boundaries, for evidence and for time (Table 5).
In order to facilitate comparisons between the alternative hypotheses, the underlying sequential process is
assumed to be a Wiener process, X(t ), with two absorb-
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ing boundaries for all three hypothesis (e.g., Diederich
& Busemeyer, 2003; Karlin & Taylor, 1975; Tuckwell,
1995). The process begins with an initial state of evidence,
denoted X(0), and, without loss of generality, X(0) ⬎ 0
represents an initial state favoring “same,” X(0) ⬍ 0 represents an initial state favoring “different,” and X(0) ⫽ 0
is the neutral state. The increment of information sampled
at any moment in time is denoted v(t ), where v(t ) ⬎ 0
indicates an increment favoring “same,” and v(t ) ⬍ 0 indicates an increment favoring “different.” The evidence is
accumulated from one moment in time, t, to the next moment in time, t ⫹ h, by summing the current state with the
new increment: X(t ⫹ h) ⫽ X(t) ⫹ v(t ⫹ h). The mean of
the increments, μ · h ⫽ E[v(t )], is called the drift rate, and
the variance of the increments, σ2 · h ⫽ Var[v(t )], is called
the diffusion rate. The mean divided by the standard deviation, E[v(t )]/SD[v(t )], is a measure of discriminability
closely related to d′ in the classic signal detection model.
Intuitively, the drift rate reflects the tendency to approach
one choice alternative over the other. The diffusion rate
reflects the noisiness of the accumulation process.
This process continues until the magnitude of the
cumulative evidence exceeds a threshold criterion or it
stops before that when an internal deadline is met. First,
consider the former. The process stops and a “same” response is initiated as soon as X(t) ⬎ θs ⫽ θ, or it stops and
chooses “different” as soon as X(t ) ⬍ θd ⫽ ⫺θ. The decision criteria (absorbing boundaries) are set by the decision
maker prior to the decision task and, among other things,
depends on the time available for making a decision. Specifically, the criterion boundary is an increasing function
of the time limit. Thus, we assume three evidence-based
criteria with |θ1| ⱕ |θ2| ⱕ |θ3| for the three time limits:
200, 350, and 500 msec, respectively. Alternatively, the
process may terminate when an internal deadline, tid, is
met. A “same” response is initiated at time tid if X(tid) ⬎
0, and a “different” response will be initiated at time tid if
X(tid) ⬍ 0. Again, the internal deadline is set by the decision maker and increases as the experimenter-set deadline
increases. Thus, we assume three internal deadlines with
tid1 ⬍ tid2 ⬍ tid3 for the three time-limit conditions, 200,
350, and 500 msec, respectively.
Figure 4 represents the basic model with X(0) ⫽ 0, μ ⫽
.5, and σ2⫽ 1. In this example, two responses are initiated by evidence bounds. On one trial, there is enough
evidence to initiate a “same” response (the trajectory hits
the decision criterion [“same”]); on another trial, there is
enough evidence for a “different” response (the trajectory
hits the decision criterion [“different”]). On the two remaining trials, the trajectories hit the internal deadline tid
before either reaches the evidence bound and, depending
on the magnitude of accumulated evidence at that time
(⬎0 or ⬍0), favors a “same” or “different” response.
The difference between the three hypotheses concerns
the assumption about how the payoffs influence stimulus
processing. In the following, each approach is briefly described. To ease comparison, we assume the same number
of parameters for all three hypotheses.
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Figure 4. The trajectories symbolize the information accumulation process evolving over time for each single-choice trial. The
solid line represents the mean drift. θ and ⴚθ are the criteria for
responding “same” and “different,” respectively.

Bound-change hypothesis. The unbiased Wiener process as described in Figure 4 has symmetric boundaries
around the starting position. The Wiener process with bias
does not start halfway between the decision boundaries,
rather it starts closer to either one (see also Link & Heath,
1975). Here, it is assumed that, depending on the payoffs,
a bias for saying “same” or “different” is induced, prior
to stimulus processing. Figure 5 depicts the case in which
same stimuli are presented. Obviously, the drift rate is
the same—indicated by the same slope of the drift rate—
regardless of the payoffs inducing the response bias. That
is, information accumulation processing for the stimuli
itself is not influenced by the payoffs; the starting position

Decision Criterion (Same)
X(t)

θ

Bias for saying “same”

0

t
No response bias

Bias for saying “different”
Decision Criterion (Different)

–θ

Figure 5. Bound-change hypothesis. The payoff matrix induces
an a priori bias. The slope of the mean drift rate is the same regardless of the payoffs. Note that each drift rate comes from a
normal distribution indicated by the bell curve.

of the process, however, is. The unbiased Wiener process
(here, the one to account for the neutral payoffs) predicts
the same RT for both the more frequently chosen alternative and the less frequently chosen alternative, regardless
of the drift. However, RT and accuracy data often show a
speeded response for the more frequently chosen alternative (see Luce, 1986, and Townsend & Ashby, 1983, for
reviews). One way to account for that is to assume that the
drift rates themselves are random variables (e.g., Laming,
1968; Ratcliff, 1978, 1981). The drift variability is often
interpreted as being due to variability in the stimulus from
trial to trial or variability in attention from trial to trial.
Although this variability cannot be differentiated from
the inherent variability of the stochastic process itself, it
improves the fit of the model considerably.
The same reasoning applies when different stimuli are
presented. The biases are independent of same and different stimuli (i.e., the bias for saying “same” given same
stimuli is the same as that for saying “same” given different stimuli).
The parameters for this hypothesis include the following: The drift rates for same and different stimuli are approximately Gaussian distributed with means μs and μd,
respectively, and variance η2. For simplicity, variances are
assumed to be the same for both distributions: b1 is the bias
for saying “same” induced by payoff matrix Same [i.e., the
process starts at X(0) ⫽ b1], and b2 is the bias for saying
“different” induced by payoff matrix Different [i.e., the
process starts at X(0) ⫽ b2]. For the no-bias situation (payoff matrix Neutral), the process starts at X(0) ⫽ 0.
Drift-rate-change hypothesis. The second hypothesis states that the payoffs actually influence the rate of
information accumulation (Ashby, 1983; Ratcliff, 1981).
That is, the drift rate depends not only on the stimuli but
also on the values of the payoff matrix. As before, to account for different RTs for the more frequently chosen
alternatives and the less frequently chosen alternative, a
variable drift across trials is assumed. That is, on each
trial, the information is accumulated according to a Wiener process with a different drift drawn from a distribution
of drifts. Figure 6 presents the situation for same stimuli.
Obviously, the slope of the drift depends on the payoff
matrix in a characteristic way: The higher the payoff for a
particular response, the steeper the drift rate for this particular response bias.
The parameters for this approach are the following: μs
is the mean of the approximately Gaussian distributed
drift rate for same stimuli, assuming no bias (payoff Neutral); μd is the mean of the approximately Gaussian distributed drift rate for different stimuli, assuming no bias
(payoff Neutral); μs ⫹ b1 is the mean of the approximately Gaussian distributed drift rate for same stimuli
with a bias for saying “same,” induced by payoff matrix
Same; μd ⫹ b1 is the mean of the approximately Gaussian
distributed drift rate for different stimuli with a bias for
saying “same,” induced by payoff matrix Same; μs ⫹ b2 is
the mean of the approximately Gaussian distributed drift
rate for same stimuli with a bias for saying “different,”
induced by payoff matrix Different; μd ⫹ b2 is the mean
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Decision Criterion (Same)

θ

X(t) Mean drift rate for same stimuli
with response bias “same”

0
Mean drift rate for same stimuli
with no response bias

t

Mean drift rate for same stimuli
with response bias “different”
–θ

Decision Criterion (Different)

Figure 6. Drift-rate-change hypothesis. The response bias is
mapped onto the mean drift rate and is indicated by the slope.
Note that each drift rate comes from a normal distribution indicated by the bell curve.

Decision Criterion (Same)

θ

X(t)
Drift rate for
saying “same”

0
Drift rate
unbiased

Attention switch to
stimulus properties

t

Drift rate for
saying “different”
–θ
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operate on the process for the payoffs with probability ω11
or attention switches with probability ω12 ⫽ 1 ⫺ ω11 to
operate on the process for the stimuli. That is, the process
is a mixture of two subprocesses, and the attributes are
processed in a serial manner (for details, see Busemeyer
& Diederich, 2002). Note two important aspects: Different from the previous approaches (1) the process is not
time homogeneous (i.e., the drift rate changes within the
course of one trial), and (2) it is not necessary to assume
variability in drift to account for differences in RTs for
correct and incorrect responses in the no-bias condition.
As shown in Figure 7, the process starts with the payoffs and then switches to process the stimulus properties.
Unlike the hypothesis with a priori bias, the processing of
the payoffs is assumed to occur over time.
The parameters are the following: μb1 is the drift rate
for processing payoff matrix Same; μb2 refers to the drift
rate for processing payoff matrix Different; the drift
rate for processing matrix Neutral (no bias) is set to 0.
μs is the drift rate for “same” responses and μd is the drift
rate for “different” responses. ω12 refers to the probability
of switching from the first to the second attribute.
In addition to the parameters specific for each hypothesis, the following parameters for each approach are θ1,
θ2, θ3, which refer to the evidence-based decision boundaries, and tid1 ⬍ tid2 ⬍ tid3, which refer to the internal
deadlines for the three time-limit conditions, 200, 350,
and 500 msec, respectively.
For all three approaches, mean RT is assumed to be
linearly related to the processing time (i.e., decision time,
DT) predicted by the hypothesis RT ⫽ s · DT ⫹ R, where
s is a time unit scale factor and R is the residual, nondecisional time component (e.g., motor RT; for a discussion,
see Luce, 1986).
Table 4 summarizes the hypothesis-specific parameters
for all three approaches. Note that the μs for the boundchange and drift-rate-change hypotheses refer to the mean
of the mean drifts, whereas, for the two-stage-processing
hypothesis, they refer to the drift rate or one mean drift.

Decision Criterion (Different)
Figure 7. Two-stage-processing hypothesis. The entire process
consists of two subprocesses—the first one processing the payoffs,
the second processing the stimulus properties. For this hypothesis,
it is not necessary to postulate variability in drift.

of the approximately Gaussian distributed drift rate for
different stimuli with a bias for saying “different,” induced
by payoff matrix Different. The variance η2 is assumed
to be the same for all six distributions.
Two-stage-processing hypothesis. The third hypothesis assumes a Wiener process with changing drift within
a trial (e.g., Diederich, 1995, 1997; see also Heath, 1981,
1992, and Ratcliff, 1980). The entire process consists of
two subprocesses and switches from processing the payoff
matrix (attribute i) to processing the stimulus properties
(attribute j) at a particular rate ωij. At any particular time
point, the process may be operating on the process for the
payoffs. During the next moment, either it continues to

Fits to the Data
For each approach, 13 parameters (i.e., the five hypothesisspecific parameters listed in Table 4, the three parameters

Table 4
Parameters for the Bound-Change, Drift-Rate-Change,
and Two-Stage-Processing Hypotheses
Bound Change
Drift Rate Change
Two Stage Processing
b1
μs ⫹ b1
μb1
b2
μs ⫹ b2
μb2
μs
μd ⫹ b1
μs
μd
μd ⫹ b2
μd
η2
ω12
η2
Note—μs refers to the mean drift rate for processing same stimuli; μd
refers to the mean drift rate for processing different stimuli; b1 refers
to a bias induced by payoff matrix Same; b2 refers to a bias induced by
payoff matrix Different; η is the variability in the mean drift; ω denotes
the probability of switching from one subprocess to the other. Bold μ
indicates the mean drift rate itself as a random variable.
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for the three time limits, the three parameters for the internal deadline, the scaling factor, and the nondecisional
residual time) were estimated from 54 data points (6
probabilities and 12 mean RTs, corresponding to the [i ⫽
“same,” “different”] responses to the K ⫽ 3 payoff matrices and the [ j ⫽ same, different] stimulus conditions for
each of the N ⫽ 3 time limits) by minimizing the Pearson
χ2 statistic
2
⎧
⎡Tij ( k , n ) − Tˆij ( k , n ) ⎤
⎪
⎣
⎦
χ = ∑ ∑ ⎨∑ ∑
σ T2 ( k , n)
n =1 k =1 ⎪ i j
ij
⎩
2
⎡ Pjj ( k , n ) − Pˆjj ( k , n ) ⎤ ⎫⎪
⎣
⎦
+ ∑
⎬
σ P2 ( k , n)
j
⎪
ii
⎭
2

N

K

(1)

using the FMINSEARCH routine of MATLAB. Here,
T−ij(k,n) and T̂ij (k,n) are, respectively, the observed values
and the fitted values of the mean time to make response i
to stimulus j with payoff matrix k and time limit n; Pjj (k,n)
and P̂jj (k,n) are the observed and fitted values of the probability of a correct response to stimulus j with payoff
matrix k and time limit n; and σT−ij (k,n) and σ2Pii (k,n) are the
respective standard errors. The χ2 values for each hypothesis are found in Table 5.
“Same” Given Different

Payoff
Matrix

Assuming that the observed values are normally distributed around the population means we utilize χ2(6 · K ·
N ⫺ n), with n the number of estimated parameters, as a
statistical test of goodness of fit, with χ2 (41) approx 65,
p ⫽ .10. According to this criterion, only the two-stage
processing hypothesis gave a satisfying fit for Group 2.
Nevertheless, we can use the χ2 as a qualitative measure
to compare them.2
The observed choice probabilities and choice response
time and the respective predictions of the three hypotheses for both groups are shown in Figures 8–11.
The fits of the hypotheses differ substantially, most obviously for choice probabilities and for the RTs of Group 1.
For this group, choice probabilities differed as a function of
both time limits and payoffs. The drift-rate-change hypothesis (dashed line) predicts different probabilities depending on payoffs but cannot account for different choice
probabilities as a function of time limits. That is, the predicted choice probabilities are flat. For longer time limits,
the predicted RTs are severely underestimated in 4 of 12
RT patterns but give a reasonable account for the remaining patterns. The bound-change hypothesis (dash–dotted
line) predicts different choice probabilities as a function
of time limits and payoffs but underestimates and overestimates them in a nonsystematic fashion. Predicted RTs
increase as a function of time limits but tend to be too fast.
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“Different” Given Different
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Figure 8. Probabilities for responding “same” and choice response times (RTs) given different stimuli for Group 1. Different rows refer to different payoff matrices (i.e., the upper row refers to payoff matrix SAME; the middle row refers to
payoff matrix DIFFERENT; the bottom row refers to payoff matrix NEUTRAL). The dashed line represents the predictions
of the drift-rate-change hypothesis; the dash–dotted line represents the predictions of the bound-change hypothesis; and
the solid line represents the predictions of the two-stage-processing hypothesis.
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Table 5
Pearson χ2 Statistic Values as a Measure of Goodness of Fit for the
Bound-Change, Drift-Rate-Change, and Two-Stage-Processing
Hypotheses for Groups 1 and 2
Group
1

Hypothesis
Probability
RT, Incorrect
RT, Correct
Bound change
343 (495)
465 (1,004)
1,032 (1,063)
Drift rate change
322 (322)
465
(817)
868 (3,277)
Two stage processing
74 (79)
251
(260)
286
(286)
2
Bound change
175 (196)
120
(150)
121
(131)
Drift rate change
102 (100)
48
(301)
26
(258)
Two stage processing
22 (24)
25
(83)
17
(42)
Note—χ2(41) approx 65, p ⫽ .10. χ2 in parentheses refers to the model assuming
evidence boundaries only.

The two-stage-processing hypothesis (line) also predicts
different choice probabilities as a function of time limits
and payoffs. Although far from perfect, it overall accounts
best for the observed choice probability patterns. The
same holds for the predicted choice RTs. It gives the closest account of all three approaches. This is also reflected
in the relative size of the χ2 values presented in Table 5.
Interestingly, all three hypotheses predict almost identical correct RTs for different stimuli with payoff matrices
Same and Different and for same stimuli with payoff
matrix Same.
“Different” Given Same

Payoff
Matrix

Group 2 basically ignored the payoffs, but choice probabilities and RT varied as a function of time limits. All
three approaches gave a good account for the RTs, both
for correct and incorrect responses, but they differed with
respect to choice probabilities. Both drift-rate-change
and bound-change hypotheses had difficulties to account
for choice probability patterns. The choice probabilities
are monotonically decreasing with increasing time (i.e.,
the proportion of incorrect responses decreases as more
time is available). Contrary to the trend in the data, the
drift-rate-change hypothesis predicts constant probabili“Different” Given Same

“Same” Given Same
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Figure 9. Probabilities for responding “different” and choice response times (RTs) given same stimuli for Group 1.
Different rows refer to different payoff matrices (i.e., the upper row refers to payoff matrix SAME; the middle row refers
to payoff matrix DIFFERENT; the bottom row refers to payoff matrix NEUTRAL). The dashed line represents the predictions
of the drift-rate-change hypothesis; the dash–dotted line represents the predictions of the bound-change hypothesis; and
the solid line represents the predictions of the two-stage-processing hypothesis.
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“Same” Given Different

Payoff
Matrix

“Same” Given Different
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Figure 10. Probabilities for responding “same” and choice response times (RTs) given different stimuli for Group 2.
Different rows refer to different payoff matrices (i.e., the upper row refers to payoff matrix SAME; the middle row refers
to payoff matrix DIFFERENT; the bottom row refers to payoff matrix NEUTRAL). The dashed line represents the predictions
of the drift-rate-change hypothesis; the dash–dotted line represents the predictions of the bound-change hypothesis; and
the solid line represents the predictions of the two-stage-processing hypothesis.

ties across time limits and the bound-change hypothesis
predicts even increasing probabilities for two conditions:
for same stimuli with payoff matrix Same and for different stimuli with payoff matrix Different. The two-stageprocessing hypothesis accounts for the patterns but slightly
underestimates them for same stimuli for the 350-msec
time limit. Comparing the χ2 values of both groups confirms that all three hypotheses were more successful in
accounting for the data of Group 2.
Signal Detection Theory Interpretation
The following alternative interpretation was suggested
by one of the reviewers. Ideal observers are expected to
show larger sensitivity to the payoff matrix when d′ decreases. When d′ is close to 0, the payoff matrix is expected to drive choice behavior. Furthermore, the members of Group 1 had lower d′ than those of Group 2. This is
in accordance with the two-stage hypothesis, which allows
the decision maker to concentrate solely on the payoff matrix and to ignore the stimuli when initiating the choice.3
According to signal detection theory, an ideal statistical
observer maximizes expected long-run rewards. To achieve
this goal, the observer chooses a decision criterion, c, that
maximizes the number of correct responses and minimizes
the cost (or maximizes the gain) associated with the alter-

natives. It can be shown that, at the optimal criterion c*,
likelihood ratio β is determined by the ratio of the probability of an A trial to a B trial, P(A)/P(B), and by the difference between the gain of a correct response and the cost
of an error for each of the stimulus types. With VaA and VbB
indicating the gains with correct responses, and with VaB
and VbA indicating the cost with incorrect responses (lowercase letters indicate the response), the optimal bias β* is
V −V
P ( B)
log β * = log bB aB − log
.
(2)
VaA − VbA
P( A )
Since the ideal observer knows the form of the distribution and the proportion of A and B trials, the relationship
among d′, the optimal criterion c*, and the optimal bias
log β* can be determined. Assuming an equal-variance
Gaussian model, the optimal bias β* is (see, e.g., Wickens,
2002, p. 34)

(

)

log β* = d ′ c * − 1 d ′ = d ′c * − 1 d ′ 2 .
(3)
2
2
In the present experiment, P(A) ⫽ P(B) for all conditions. Therefore, combining Equation 2 and Equation 3,
log

VbB − VaB
= d ′c * − 1 d ′ 2 .
2
VaA − VbA

(4)
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Figure 11. Probabilities for responding “different” and choice response times (RTs) given same stimuli for Group 2.
Different rows refer to different payoff matrices (i.e., the upper row refers to payoff matrix SAME; the middle row refers
to payoff matrix DIFFERENT; the bottom row refers to payoff matrix NEUTRAL). The dashed line represents the predictions
of the drift-rate-change hypothesis; the dash–dotted line represents the predictions of the bound-change hypothesis; and
the solid line represents the predictions of the two-stage-processing hypothesis.

For small d′,
VbB − VaB
VaA − VbA
(5)
≈ c * = − Z ( false alarm)
d′
(i.e., the choice probabilities are largely determined by
the payoffs).
Table 6 presents the d′ for both groups, separated according to time limits and payoff matrix. Except for the
no-time-limit condition, all d′s are close to 0. The d′s tend
to be larger for Group 2 than for Group 1. It seems that for
Group 1 choice behavior was mainly driven by the payoff matrix for the time pressure conditions, and members
of this group did not try to maximize their outcomes by
maximizing the proportion of correct responses. Group 2
basically ignored the payoffs (see above). It seems that
members of this group tried to maximize the outcomes
by maximizing the number of correct responses, which
was difficult to achieve with small d′s, as indicated in
Table 6.
Maddox and colleagues (e.g., Bohil & Maddox, 2003a,
2003b; Maddox & Bohil, 2003, 2004; Maddox & Dodd,
2001) proposed and tested a hypothesis that postulates
that the decision criterion placement results from a competition between reward and accuracy maximization
log

(COBRA). It is assumed that the decision criterion used
by the observer on any given trial is determined from a
weighted combination of the observer’s estimate of the
reward-maximizing decision criterion and the accuracymaximizing criterion. The reward-maximization decision
criterion is influenced, among other things, by the discriminability of the stimuli and by payoff matrix entries.
COBRA postulates that the observers attempt to maxi-

Table 6
d′ Conditioned on Payoff Matrix and Time Limit
for Groups 1 and 2
Time Limit
200 msec

350 msec

500 msec

None

Payoff Matrix
Same
Different
Neutral
Same
Different
Neutral
Same
Different
Neutral
Same
Different
Neutral

Group 1
0.11
0.08
0.31
0.31
0.02
0.11
0.14
0.08
0.36
1.45
1.42
1.46

Group 2
0.31
0.03
0.14
0.06
0.25
0.03
0.63
0.53
0.53
1.85
1.68
1.88
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mize expected reward but that they also place importance
on accuracy maximization. The results of Group 1 seem
to violate this prediction: Members of this group did not
try hard to be accurate for payoff matrices Same and Different for short deadlines.
Results of Group 2 suggest that they tried to maximize
the number of correct responses but were not very successful in maximizing their overall rewards because of a
low ability to discriminate between stimuli. Members of
Group 1 received 1,885 points, on average, across all four
time limits (omitting punishments for violating the deadline). Members of Group 2 received 1,052 points, on average. However, considering only the no-time-limit condition, Group 1 received 778 points, and Group 2 received
828 points, providing partial support for COBRA.
DISCUSSION
Sequential sampling models provide an improvement
over the static signal detection model by their ability to account for speed–accuracy trade-offs as well as providing
measures of discriminability and response bias. Although
many empirical studies have tested the response bias assumptions of signal detection theory, very little work has
examined the way that payoffs affect response bias in sequential sampling models. The purpose of this article was
to present the first comprehensive test of three different
hypotheses concerning the way that payoffs affect response
bias in sequential sampling models of perceptual decision
making. The bound-change hypothesis states that payoffs
affect the distance of the starting position to each bound.
The drift-rate-change hypothesis states that payoffs affect
the mean drift rate or, in other words, the way evidence is
encoded. The two-stage-processing hypothesis states that
payoffs determine the drift rate during the first stage and
that stimulus information influences the second stage of
processing. A large experiment was conducted that factorially manipulated stimulus information, payoffs, and processing time to produce a total of 18 conditions. Each of
the three hypotheses was evaluated by formulating it as a
particular version of a sequential sampling model and by
estimating 13 parameters and evaluating the quantitative fit
of the hypothesis to the 54 observed data points (18 choice
probabilities, 36 conditional mean RTs). The main results
of these analyses are as follows. The bound-change hypothesis produced the poorest account of the results, and the
drift-change hypothesis produced a slightly better fit; but
the two-stage-processing hypothesis provided the most accurate account. This suggests that individuals first process
the payoff information for a period of time and later switch
to the stimulus information. While processing the payoff
information, they may occasionally cross a threshold and
choose before the stimulus display even appears. If the latter does not occur, then they start from the state determined
by the payoff and process the stimulus until a threshold is
reached. These conclusions may be restricted to the method
used in the present study to manipulate the payoffs. In order
to make the payoff information very salient to the decision

maker, the payoff condition was varied randomly from one
trial to the next, which forced the decision maker to pay
attention to the new payoff information at the beginning of
each trial. However, if the payoff information is held constant for a block of trials, then this may affect the processing of the payoffs and, consequently, the relative fits of the
three hypotheses. Future research will be conducted to test
this possibility.
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NOTES
1. Blocks of a no-time-limit condition were also included in the experiment, and we intended to compare it with the time-limit conditions
as well. Unfortunately, due to a programming error, the stimulus in this
condition was presented for 500 msec, followed by a dark time in which
the decision was made. Since this condition was different from the other
three, we did not include it in the fits. The choice probabilities and
choice RTs are presented in the Appendix.
2. One reviewer felt that the bound-change hypothesis did not get
fair treatment because the parameter for the bias induced by the neutral
payoff matrix was set to 0. For Group 1, the relative frequency for incorrect responses when same stimuli were presented was .52 across all time
limits, and the one when different stimuli were presented was .42. For
Group 2, the relative frequencies were .5 and .41, respectively. For both
stimulus conditions (same and different), we assumed only one parameter, and, for parsimony, setting the parameter to 0 seemed justifiable.
The same reason applied to the two remaining hypotheses. Nevertheless,
we fitted the bound-change hypothesis again with an additional parameter for the no-bias situation. The improvement of the fit was marginal.
Allowing variability in the starting position may improve the fit but adds
still another parameter.
3. Further evidence for ignoring the stimulus under short time limits
seems to be given by the recorded eye movements in this study. However,
we cannot completely rule out that the participants ignored the stimulus on
some trials and ignored the payoffs on others. In this case, no interaction
would occur between payoffs and stimulus information; therefore, payoffs
would not affect stimulus processing. None of the above models here were
designed to describe this situation. Such a mixture of two processes—one
for payoffs, operating on some trials, and one for stimulus information,
operating on the remaining trials—is a possibility, but it was not pursued
in the present study.

APPENDIX
Observed Choice Probabilities, Mean Response Times (RTs), and Standard Errors (SEs)
for Incorrect and Correct Responses for the No-Time-Limit Condition
Group 1
Group 2
RT,
RT,
RT,
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Stimulus
Payoff Matrix
Probincorrect
M
SE
M
SE
Probincorrect
M
SE
Same
Different
.338
679
21.1
726
13.0
.147
747
50.1
Different
.148
823
39.9
665
10.5
.189
683
27.0
Neutral
.258
754
27.7
696
11.7
.161
664
36.3
Same
Same
.150
796
38.8
689
11.5
.211
670
30.9
Different
.354
710
25.2
756
14.5
.211
651
36.8
Neutral
.208
786
40.1
733
13.7
.186
645
31.6
Note—Due to an error in the program for stimulus presentation, these data were not included in the model fits.
(Manuscript received May 17, 2004;
revision accepted for publication March 11, 2005.)

RT,
Correct
M
SE
652
11.2
661
11.3
683
10.6
707
11.8
716
11.4
707
11.2

